
Hope Singers 
AIM Choir to Poland, 2020 

Projected Dates: July 20 – August 11, 2020 

 

Application Form for former Hope Singers members 
 

 

General Information 

 
Name:  _____________________________________________________   Age _____________ 

Address: ______________________________________________________________________ 

City / State / Zip: _______________________________________________________________ 

Phone: _______________________   Email Address:  __________________________________ 

Home Church: ____________________________________ Pastor: _______________________ 

 

Years in which you participated in Hope Singers:  ______________________________________ 

 

Vocal Character: part preference, singing range, security 
 

1. Please write a "1" in the blank beside the part division you prefer to sing, and a "2" (or more  

successive numbers) beside any other part division(s) you could sing with relative comfort.  

 

  Soprano I   ______   Soprano II  _______ 

  Alto I    ______   Alto II        _______ 

  Tenor I    ______   Tenor II       _______ 

  Bass I    ______   Bass II         _______ 

 

2. The following may be answered with either a letter name and relative position (i.e., "E-flat at the top 

of the treble staff," etc.), or by position only (i.e., "2 spaces below the bass staff.", etc.) 

 

What is the functional top of your singing range?      _______________________ 
(the highest you can sing and control, but only for a short time) 

What is the sustainable top of your singing range?      _______________________ 
  (the highest you can sing and sustain for a period of time) 

What is the functional bottom of your singing range? _______________________ 

(the lowest you can sing and control, but only for a short time) 

What is the sustainable bottom of your singing range? ______________________ 
   (the lowest you can sing and sustain for a period of time) 

 

3.  How would you describe your current musical security (not necessarily vocal character)? 

 

_______    a sectional anchor who can be a musical reference point for others 

_______    a stable sectional supporter once a part has been learned 

_______    a good sectional supporter if with someone else of the same part 

_______    a comfortable sectional supporter if surrounded by others of the same section 

_______    other (please describe) 

 

 



Other Musical Experience 

 
1. List any instrumental experience including instrument(s) played, training received, and 

level of proficiency. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Choral experience, voice coaching, musical training or other significant musical  

 experience since your most recent Hope Singers participation. 

 

 

 

 

 

     3. Briefly describe your previous experience with Hope Singers: highlights, impact,  

  significant memories, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What suggestions would you have for strengthening future tours or any other aspects of the  

 Hope Singers experience?  

 

 

 

 

 

5. What especially draws you to consider participation in Hope Singers 2020? 

 

 

 

 

 

Reference: Person who could be an additional musical / personal reference for you. 

 

Person No.1:  ______________________________________________________  

Relationship to you: _________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________  

Phone: ____________________________   E-mail: _________________________ 

 

 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>     <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

 

If returning application electronically, send to: mr.dervin.martin@gmail.com 

 

If returning by mail, send to: Hope Singers, 316 Duke Street, Ephrata, PA 17522 
 


